
Pandemic Takeaways
Notes from Conversations with Colleagues (April 9, 2021)

ORDERS
● Use customer pre-orders to help you decide what to order for your shelves.

○ Edelweiss 360 pre-order campaign tool is helpful.
○ Shelf Awareness Pre-Order Email is wonderful.

● Always add a few more copies to whatever has been pre-ordered, because it's likely to
be popular.

● Since people are used to pre-paying with online orders, consider requiring advance
payment for all pre-orders.

● Home deliveries!
○ Moving forward, if there is an order that has never been picked up, offer to deliver

it to the home for a small additional fee.

EVENTS
● Pay attention and reevaluate your events as you see what the community is responding

to.
○ For example, some book clubs work better if done online.

● Take advantage of the publisher hosted virtual events, where you can share the link with
your customers and the publisher manages everything behind-the-scenes.

● Virtual events amplify the need for small or self-published authors to participate in their
own marketing.

○ Consider requiring a list of mailing addresses for sending promotional postcards,
social media connections, etc.

● Some publishers may be transferring to virtual events only, or hosting more virtual
events to spare the cost of travel.

● Consider hosting "watch parties" in your store where everyone can gather to watch
together.

● Virtual events can be a blessing for hard to reach stores (i.e. mountain towns, cities far
from airports, etc.)

○ You can get more authors.
○ You can also get better authors, and international authors!

● To encourage sales at virtual events:
○ Ask authors to link to your website for the event, and to link to bookshop.org in

general
○ Get signed bookplates & swag
○ Share the link to purchase the books A LOT and mention it during the

introduction and closing
○ For bigger authors require the book to be purchased to attend.



REOPENING
● Take out seating from any cafe until you feel safe then slowly reintroduce it.
● Gradually expand in-store shopping hours, keep safety measures in place until otherwise

noted by the CDC, make sure your staff feel comfortable, stay flexible!
● Have your staff been allowed flexibility with their hours?

○ For example, a receiving manager comes in the evening when the store is less
crowded.

○ Can you allow them to keep their flexibility, if it works for your calendar?
● If you changed your store layout, consider what you want to keep.

○ If you've removed chairs/seating, does it give you more room for displays
instead?

● Greeters may be here to stay!
○ Having someone at every entrance/exit allows improvements in customer service

and may decrease shoplifting.
○ Ditto if you have your staff stationed in specific areas to abide by social

distancing.
○ But remember to switch up the roles every once in a while.


